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From the cloudless sky, the land around Fort Morgan looks like a geometer’s dream: 
squares of wheat, rectangles of corn, and circles of yellow-green grass. It’s from this 
vantage point—in a six-seat Cessna 206, 1,500 feet in the air—that Evan Anderman 
shoots his impressive landscape photographs. “All the marks you see are something 
that’s been done [by man],” Anderman says. “The farmers are the artists. I just take 
pictures of it.” A Princeton University–trained geologist, the 50-year-old Denver native 
first picked up a camera in 2005. His stark images of cattle at a water trough or a 
farmer’s path through wheat fields present a perspective on the land few would 
otherwise ever get to see. View Anderman’s work in person during Imposition at the 
Carmen Wiedenhoeft Gallery in RiNo through October 18.

We can all agree that the beauty of art is in the eye of the beholder. But what about 
meaning? 

Do the things a work of art stands for belong to the artist or the observer? Should a 
painter or sculptor’s intention be the last word on interpretation? Or should it be 
consumption, what viewers “get” when they take a look?



These are the fundamental questions that surround contemporary art, front- loaded with 
political and social meaning, although often difficult to understand. And they’re exactly 
what makes the new photography collection assembled by the Denver Metro Chamber 
of Commerce so fascinating. 

The collection is exemplary — 82 photographs by 13 of Colorado’s most thoughtful 
artists, meant to adorn the chamber’s renovated office space on Market Street in Lower 
Downtown. The list includes names such as Evan Anderman, best known for aerial 
shots of pristine landscapes interrupted by mega-farms and residential sprawl; Kevin 
O’Connell, who makes pictures of the Eastern Plains recovering from energy 
development; and Edie Winograde, who freezes historic re-enactors performing as the 
tribes of Indians that were crushed into oblivion by enterprising settlers back in the day. 

If these seem like questionable scenes for a pro-development, pro-energy, pro-tourism 
group to put on its walls, then you don’t understand the confidence and spirit of this 
particular group. The chamber actually touts how the pieces “reflect the values of the 
Chamber and its business community.” 

There’s no denying, the chamber reasons, that business and the environment can 
challenge each other, so you might as well admit the conflict and accentuate the 
positive. The photos are, by and large, extraordinarily beautiful on the surface: vast, 
open ranges; perfect, geometric rows of agricultural crops; light flares gleaming off of oil 
rigs whose lamps softly fill the night sky over an otherwise deserted plain. 

You could call the work featuring that last image “Light Pollution,” as artist Evan 
Anderman does, or you can enjoy the subtle radiance of the emanating bulbs, cozy up 
to it like a campfire, as the chamber chooses to do. 

There’s denial in this sort of thinking, but also courage. Most “corporate art,” as it’s 
called, is notoriously lacking. Downtown Denver is full of lobbies and CEO offices 
decorated with bad stuff, easy-to-like abstract paintings that are loaded with color and 
void of any clear imagery that might possibly offend a client or employee. 

The chamber went the opposite way, completing its three floors of hallways and 
conference rooms with Norm Clasen’s shot of a young calf about to be roped and tied 
by two rodeo cowboys; Gifford Ewing’s moonlit vision of the Denver Art Museum’s 
Hamilton Building, a structure plenty of people don’t like; and Chuck Forsman’s odd 
snapshot of a rolling hill obscured by a utility pole. 

If meaning is up for grabs, the chamber has grabbed it by the horns and turned it into a 
thing that lies somewhere between optimism and propaganda. There’s presumption in 
that, ego, but also bravery. By showing this art, the group faces up to those negative 
things people say about developers and prospectors, and stands by their place in a 
society that wants energy on demand, that equates a big house with the American 
Dream, that knows nature can’t be left alone if progress is to rule the day. 



In these odd scenes, the chamber finds elegance, glamour, grace. No one is making up 
these qualities; they’re part of the picture, and these pictures document that well. Deep 
down, of course, this is a business move, a significant purchase of regional art. The 
organization isn’t saying how much, but let’s guess it topped $150,000. Three members, 
known well for their involvement in the arts, curated the buy: Cathey McClain Finlon, 
Deborah Jordy and Mimi Ruderman — a formidable team. 

The trio shopped big and smart, with several purchases of artists represented by 
Robischon Gallery, Denver’s most exclusive and expensive retailer of high-quality, 
contemporary work. The local art economy needs these shots in the arm right now. It’s 
good to get one from people who understand that culture is as much a business as 
fracking, and who surprise us with good taste. If the work is interpreted in squishy ways, 
exploited for a certain agenda, so be it. Ultimately, meaning does belong to the viewers, 
especially if they paid top dollar for it. 


